C ulicoides-borne diseases represent a growing expense for the European dairy and meat industry[@b1][@b2][@b3]. The outbreak of Bluetongue in the temperate parts of northern Europe in 2006--2008 is one of the costliest examples hereof. Recently *Culicoides* species from temperate parts of Europe have been shown to carry the Schmallenberg Virus[@b4], which is closely related to Akabane[@b5]; similarly to BTV, these two diseases have negative effects on ruminant production animals. Given the increased numbers of diseases carried by *Culicoides* it becomes important to develop strong decision-making tools to help assist in evaluating best practises against epidemic spread of vector-borne diseases. Such tools should be based on models that are able to predict the spread of disease with good precision.

Bluetongue virus (BTV) first occurred in Denmark in 2007. The arrival of the virus gave rise to only a few cases of BTV infection in that and the following year, however, a costly vaccination campaign was launched to prevent a wide-scale epidemic. Due to the relative shortness of the warm period in Denmark and the other Nordic countries, it has been hypothesized that the temporal window for BTV transmission may be so short in these countries that a large-scale epidemic is unlikely, and hence vaccination or other preventive measures may not be necessary.

The aim of the model presented in this paper is to describe the spread of vector-borne diseases with a high degree of spatial precision. The model should also be so fast that it can be used to examine several different scenarios should such a vector-borne disease enter the area of interest, and simulate this within a reasonable amount of (CPU) time.

Following the 2006 outbreak of BTV in northern Europe, models with increasing complexity have been created to model Bluetongue[@b6][@b7][@b8][@b9][@b10][@b11]. We elaborate on existing frameworks by introducing more realistic spatial parameters. Firstly, we assign host animals to pasture areas, and secondly, we simulate vector movements. By modeling the actual movements of vectors between pasture areas with and without hosts, we observe that spatial spread becomes more sensitive to parameters affecting vectors.

In the following we present more than 1,000,000 simulated years of Bluetongue in Denmark; the total data set represents less than 20 hours single CPU time.

Results
=======

A major difference between our model and previous models is that in our model virus is transported between herds on pasture by vectors as opposed to between farm locations only. Therefore the area in which vectors can locate hosts with certainty becomes a large driving factor of epidemics. The simulations show that, when increasing the grid cell size, which represents the area in which vectors locate host animals, the number of affected cattle increases, as seen on rows in [figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. In the literature there are no direct observations of how large the area in which vectors will certainly locate hosts is. Based on mosquito data, Sedda *et al*[@b10] estimated that midges can detect hosts that are up to 300 meters away. Another way of increasing the probability with which vectors locate hosts is to increase the proportion of farms with host animals on fields. This increases the overall area with hosts and therefore also the probability for vectors to locate hosts. This can be observed in the increased number of affected cattle when there is increased use of pasture (columns in [figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). However, when the capability of vectors to locate hosts (the grid cell size) exceeds the average distance between neighboring farms, there will be no added effect of putting host to pasture because vectors can locate from farm to farm as easily as from pasture to pasture.

The number of affected animals generally correlates positively with the spread of the disease (compare [figures 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Notice that the colored pixels in [figures 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and 4 are aggregated data 5 by 5 km and does not represent the grid cell size chosen in the simulation. The beginning of the epidemic outbreak window coincides with the beginning of the vector active period in week 20. Arrival of infectious vectors later than week 30 results in few disease incidences because the temperature is too low for the virus to complete its extrinsic incubation period in the vector. The combined effect of the short vector period and cold winters in Denmark results in a window of three months in which at least 50% of simulations show more than 500 cattle are affected with Bluetongue, given that at least 35% cattle are on pasture and vectors able to locate cattle on at least 9 hectares ([figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). The total number of affected hosts is very sensitive to additional parameters which we will describe in the next paragraph.

Sensitivity of the model
------------------------

We tested the sensitivity of several parameters. In [figures 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4 (a,b)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} the number of infected host animals and the spread of disease is seen to be very dependent on the temperature and the number of midges per host. Higher vector abundance introduces more susceptible bites to infectious hosts, and higher temperature increases the probability for the virus to complete the EIP in the vector. Therefore, both higher vector abundance and higher temperature result in an increase in the number of infectious vectors. The increase in the total number of affected hosts increases with almost one order of magnitude every time the abundance of vectors doubles or the temperature rises one degree.

For the high temperature and high vector abundance scenarios, we observe higher presence of disease in coastal regions, especially along the edge of the simulation box. Part of this increase is an effect of boundary conditions in the model. If a vector is sampled to move outside the simulation box, this move will be canceled, and therefore vectors close to the edges have lower probability of moving. The edges of the simulation box are the same as the edges of [figures 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. Furthermore, as it is not fatal for vectors in the simulation to be in areas above water, we expect many of the vectors that blow out to sea will return, thereby also increasing the presence of disease in coastal areas.

[Figure 4 (c,d)](#f4){ref-type="fig"} indicates that longer flight ranges, whether active or wind-borne, increase the spatial spread of disease. However, this increased geographic spread is not reflected in the number of infected animals. From [figure 3 (c,d)](#f3){ref-type="fig"} we observe that there are peak values in the number of affected hosts as a function of flying parameters. Beyond these peak values the simulations show fewer infected host animals. We therefore conclude that high dispersion of vectors may have a thinning effect on an epidemic outbreak (over-dispersion). This thinning effect, where the virus is spread over a greater area, but affects fewer hosts can be explained as follows: the daily probability of infecting a host is *λ* = *I~V~ab/H* (from [table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}). For two herds with the same number of hosts, *H* = *H*~1~ = *H*~2~, and susceptible hosts, *S~H~* = *S~H~*~1~ = *S~H~*~2~, the probability that two infectious vectors present in one location, *I~V~*~1~ = 2, *I~V~*~2~ = 0, will not result in an infectious host is smaller than the probability that two infectious vectors in two different locations, *I~V~*~1~ = *I~V~*~2~ = 1, will not result in an infected host, . The shorter the vectors fly the more probable it is that they land in the same place, and therefore the lower the risk of no infection of hosts. However, if they do not fly away from the place they acquired virus, with time the number of susceptible hosts *S~H~*~1~ will decrease because some of the hosts will become infected, and the inequality will no longer hold.

The sensitivity of the simulations to the probabilities of leaving areas with and without host animals (*η~H~* and *η~!H~*) are displayed in [figures 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and [4 (e,f)](#f4){ref-type="fig"}, where we observe that the number of affected host animals is much more sensitive to whether vectors remain in a location with host animals, than to whether they leave areas without host animals. When a vector moves from a grid cell, the probability of it locating hosts is low (this probability varies with the distribution of hosts and is also geographically very different across Denmark because of differences in land use). As a result, the total number of affected cattle in the simulation is not very sensitive to changing the fraction of midges that fly from areas where there are no cattle, because most of these moves will result in landing in another cell without hosts. It is an *a priori* necessity for midges to fly from cells with hosts to achieve between-herd spread. Therefore [figure 3e](#f3){ref-type="fig"} displays an increase in the number of affected hosts when increasing the fraction of vectors leaving cells with hosts. This upward trend peaks around *η~H~* = 0.05 day^−1^ because a large proportion of the infectious midges that fly away will never find new hosts, and therefore the number of affected hosts decreases if a large proportion of infectious vectors fly away instead of staying in the same grid cell and contributing to in-herd spread of disease.

With the exception of *η~!H~*, we observe that the simulation model is very sensitive to all of the tested parameters ([figures 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}--[4](#f4){ref-type="fig"}), either with regard to the total number of cases or with regard to the spatial spread of the disease.

We have not conducted sensitivity analysis on the duration of viremic period on cattle, since this parameter is well defined in literature. Furthermore, no sensitivity analysis was conducted on transmission probabilities (*b* and *β*). Given that these parameters influence the number of infectious bites in the exact same way as the number of vectors per host, we conclude that these parameters also influence outbreaks in the same way. Gubbins (2008)[@b7] performed uncertainty analysis on these in-herd parameters, which concluded that the uncertainties do not influence on the epidemic outbreak.

We tested the simulations with and without movement of infected host animals, but with the very low probability of movement, *p~m~*, no substantial influence could be observed on the total number of affected host (results not shown). With host movement only a few long range spread events could be observed given that 86% of movements are within 30 km and Danish cattle is in general not moved a lot compared to e.g. British sheep[@b11].

It is generally observed that varying the parameters does not change the period in which introduction of virus would lead to an outbreak in Denmark. The exceptions to this observation are: that the end of the vector free period determines when onset of an epidemic is possible, and that the temperature determines when vectors can no longer become infectious. In this study we do not include the possible effects of rising temperatures on the vector abundance; warmer temperatures may lead to an earlier onset of vector season, with a wider window of opportunity for an epidemic.

Discussion
==========

From this study we conclude that a large-scale epidemic is possible in Denmark given certain parameter values such as high temperature, high midge abundance, and ease with which vectors can locate host animals. But incursion of such an epidemic is limited by a time window which is dependent on vector period and temperature. The simulations show that incursions of BTV later than August cannot give rise to large epidemics. This is in agreement with the observed incursion of Bluetongue in Denmark in 2007, where one index case in October did not lead to any further spreading of the virus. Also an introduction in late August 2008 lead only to 15 known infected herds, with total 27 animals affected. However, the detected incursion in 2008 happened during the beginning of the Danish vaccination campaign against BTV[@b12], which makes this incidence inconclusive evidence against the possibility of an epidemic outbreak.

Our simulations cannot predict the scale of an epidemic outbreak of Bluetongue in Denmark because the parameters used to describe vector behavior are not very well-defined. Therefore, we cannot conclude on the best prevention strategy for Denmark. The simulations do indicate that a warmer year than 2008, or a warmer climate, will increase the size of epidemics. Furthermore, reducing the probability of vectors locating hosts reduces the total number of affected hosts in an outbreak. This can e.g. be achieved by moving host animals into stables should an outbreak occur. Future experiments will hopefully help us to better determine the flying parameters of midges, in order to make better predictions on epidemic sizes.

Despite these reservations this new simulation model has proven to be highly sensitive to all parameters, which is desirable if input of sufficient quality can be provided. Given that many parameters, such as the flying parameters, and both host and vector distributions, are often poorly described, we can only conclude on results that are robust across parameter values. But with the increased focus on biting midges as vectors more parameters should soon be available. Given that the model relies on data reported from the EU, this model can be extended to all of Europe as it can incorporate the differences in climate and herd distribution across the EU.

The novel approach taken here of simulating midges as agents of spread of the disease has lead to the spread of virus in this model being highly sensitive to parameters affecting midges. We observe that adjusting parameter values so that they produce more infectious midges causes more infected hosts and a wider spatial spread of disease. Furthermore this type of process based modeling allows to include actual wind data, which can better represent the spatial spread of epidemics given that many areas have predominant wind directions. However to improve the predictive value of our and similar models requires much more information about the flight behavior of vectors.

Methods
=======

Modeling vector-borne non-contagious diseases has two primary tasks: To describe the in-herd spread and the between-herd spread. In this paper we define a herd as any group of suitable hosts for the disease which is spatially discernible from other groups of hosts. This definition results in farm holdings often being split into several herds when put to pasture.

Distribution of herds
---------------------

Denmark was divided into grid cells, where the cell side length is an input parameter ranging from 100 to 500 meters. In each grid cell, a number of hosts and vectors can be assigned. The vectors can localize all the hosts within the same grid as itself, thus the grid size in the simulation is essentially a measure of the vectors\' ability to locate host animals. The hosts within one grid cell belongs to one herd.

To distribute hosts on pasture in Denmark, we combined information from the Danish Central Husbandry Register (CHR) with data from the EU arable land subsidies program linking cattle farmers with potential pasture areas. From this data, 70% of cattle owners were identified as registered landowners of grass-covered areas. This information made it possible to model different 'host on pasture' scenarios ranging from 'all hosts staying inside farm buildings' up to '70% of cattle farmers distributing hosts on pasture'. As we do not know exactly which farmers do and do not put their animals out to grass, we randomly sampled which farmers had put animals to pasture for every simulation. Cattle selected for pasture were distributed into the grid cells covering pasture owned by their respective farmers. All animals not put out to pasture were placed in the grid cell containing the coordinate of the owner\'s farm. The data set includes 21,877 farms with 1.6 million cattle, of which 16,364 owned 89,756 fields covering a total of 2.0 million hectare. We have not included sheep or goats in this simulation given that cattle outnumbers these by more than ten to one.

The simulations cover all of Denmark with the exception of the island of Bornholm, which was excluded due to its epidemiologically isolated location in the Baltic Sea.

Between-herd spread
-------------------

There are three principal ways in which the disease can move between grids in the simulation: transportation of host animals, active flight by vectors, and passive (wind-borne) flight of vectors.

Transportation of animals was modeled using a distance kernel. Which states the daily probability of a herd having hosts moved, *p~M~*, and specifies the distance \[km\] hosts were moved, *d~M~*, should such a move occur. The parameters were extracted from the movement register in Denmark, which tracks all movements of cattle. Where *x* is drawn from a uniform distribution on \]0; 1\]. Data on movements were from the period October 2006 to September 2007, and therefore this data is not affected by the movement restrictions implemented after the discovery of Bluetongue Virus in Denmark. Movement restrictions followed the EU guidelines with regard to BTV (ec.europa.eu).

Within each grid cell it is assumed that the vectors can locate the host animals with 100% certainty. Beyond the size scale of the grid, vectors are assumed to fly a random walk pattern to locate hosts. A random walk can be described by a Gaussian spread kernel, and the flight distance of a vector, *d~L~*, can thus be drawn using the normal distribution in [equation (2)](#m2){ref-type="disp-formula"} as the frequency distribution, [equation (3)](#m3){ref-type="disp-formula"}.

Where the constant *P*~50~ = 0.675 scales so that *d~L~*~50~ becomes the radial distance 50% of the vectors will fly within. The factor of two normalizes the distribution given that distances cannot be negative.

Similarly for wind-borne flight, *d~W~*, the wind carries vectors, and the distance carried is drawn again using the Normal distribution as frequency distribution. Where *d~W~*~50~ is the distance 50% of the vectors are carried within by the wind. This is a product of the wind speed, *w~S~*, and the time vectors spend in the wind, *t~W~*.

The direction of the active flight is drawn from a uniform distribution. While for wind dispersal the direction, *θ~W~*, is distributed as a Gaussian centered on the wind direction, *w~θ~*. Where *θ~c~* = *π*/4 and *P*~90~ = 1.645 are given so that 90% of the vectors are within a cone spanning 45° around the wind direction. The direction of the wind used in this paper was randomly sampled once daily, and the wind speed was sampled uniformly from 0--5 m/s. Future versions of the program will accept input of actual wind data. We do not expect actual wind data to influence much on the size of outbreaks. However, real wind data will probably influence the spatial extent and shape of the outbreak.

Both active and passive vector movement are applied on each individual vector in each grid cell.

Simulated vectors in this model are "free" to disperse in a series of jumps before transmitting the disease. As opposed to traditional kernel models where transmission events are determined by the kernel. Free dispersal in combination with splitting vector movements into two separate Gaussians makes it possible for transmission events to occur as observed in real epidemics both short, long and fat tails as dependent by regional farming practices or policies[@b13].

We introduce two parameters to describe the behavior of vectors in grid cells with and without host animals. The daily probability of vectors leaving cells with no host *η*~!*H*~ = 0.95 day^−1^, is set at a high value to reflect that the evolutionary pressure to locate blood meals is very high. When a stable source of blood meals is discovered, there is little gain in flying away, so the daily probability of leaving an area with host animals is set at a low value, *η~H~* = 0.05 day^−1^. When we assume that midges prefer to stay in grid cells with hosts, we implicitly assume that there are suitable breeding grounds within the grid cell or that vectors have a homing behavior, which enables them to migrate between the same herd and their breeding sites. The validity of these assumptions depends on the behavior of the vectors, and *Culicoides* are known to display different breeding patterns depending on species[@b14][@b15]. Other models without active movement of vectors generally have an implicit *η~H~* = 0, because virus is not removed from herds in case of transmission events.

In-herd spread
--------------

Within each herd, the dynamics work in almost the same way as described in previous articles relating to Bluetongue modeling[@b7][@b9]. Hosts are described using an extended Susceptible Exposed Infectious Recovered (SEIR) type framework, while vectors are described using an extended Susceptible Exposed Infectious (SEI) framework ([figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). The extended framework ensures that the model emulates virus incubation time more realistically compared with the non-extended approach. The SEI/SEIR framework uses rates which assign a probability of movement of an individual vector/host from one state to the next within one time step. In the original unextended SEIR model (*k* = 1) most midges become infectious on the time step immediately after obtaining the virus, which in the case of Bluetongue (and many other vector borne diseases) is impossible in nature, especially in areas with low temperature resulting in a long extrinsic incubation period (EIP). Therefore the exposed states of vectors are modeled using extra stages to better emulate the incubation period. These extra stages bring the frequency distribution of vectors completing the incubation period from an exponential distribution to a Erlang (Gamma) distribution[@b16]. When adding a risk of dying to the system, the frequency of vectors completing the incubation period becomes a phase-type distribution[@b17]. We also uses an extended approach on the infectious period of the host to better describe the viremic period.

[Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"} depicts the stages in the extended SEI/SEIR model. The arrows indicate an event described by parameters and transition probabilities in [table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"} and [2](#t2){ref-type="table"}. Bluetongue is a non-contagious disease and therefore transmission of virus is only possible through the bite of the vectors.

Vector abundance
----------------

The spread of vector borne diseases is highly sensitive to the abundance of vectors, but the vector abundance is often not well determined. For the Bluetongue vector there are numerous papers on catches of midges; where in the field one may catch thousands of midges one night and close to zero on the next. Therefore modeling abundance is often difficult and most be done over longer timescales to account for the large variability in daily trap catches[@b18][@b19][@b20].

The seasonal midge abundance, *m*, in Denmark across the year ([table 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}) is adopted from Nielsen (1996)[@b21]. The abundance of vectors is represented by the absolute of a sinusoidal curve to emulate four generations from day 150 to 310 in the year. The estimate of *m~M~* represents the maximum abundance of vectors which is multiplied onto the seasonality to give the daily maximum abundance. We sample the number of susceptible vectors uniformly from zero to daily maximum each day at each location to account for the day to day variation in midge catch that is observed in the original studies.

Simulations
-----------

All simulations were run for one year from 1 January to 31 December using temperature data from 39 selected meteorological stations recorded in 2008. Data from the 39 weather stations was interpolated to a grid of 25 by 25 km (71 grid points) in connection with another project ([www.nordrisk.dk](http://www.nordrisk.dk)), and each herd used the temperature from nearest grid point. In the simulation disease is introduced by 10 infectious midges that arrive in the southern part of Jutland (the large landmass in the western part of Denmark). The date of arrival is repeated 100 times across the whole year for each of the 12 scenarios for distribution of host and search area of vectors, in total 365 · 100 · 12 = 438,000 years simulated for the data in [figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}. The point of arrival can be seen as a white square in the plots in [figure 2](#f2){ref-type="fig"}. However, the exact spot of arrival can vary slightly between scenarios because we required the spot of arrival to have host animals, and presence of host animals depends on the distribution of hosts on pasture.

The introduction point in southern Jutland was chosen given that both Bluetongue (2009) and Schmallenberg virus (2012) have been previously introduced in this area (See the OIE WAHID database). Furthermore this area have the highest density of cattle in Denmark, and is therefore considered of highest risk. The climate in Denmark is very homogenous and introducing virus in other parts of Denmark gives similar results (not shown), although scaled with the regional host density.

Sensitivity analysis was done on the scenario with grid cell size 300 by 300 m and 35% of hosts on pasture. The tested outcome was the total number of affected hosts for a period of 365 · 100 = 36,500 years of simulated outbreaks per parameter value.
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![Number of affected cattle as a function of week of introduction of disease.\
Rows have cattle distributed from 0% of cattle grazing on fields (all within farm buildings) to 70% on fields. Columns have the area in which vectors are able to locate hosts ranging from 1 to 25 hectare. One is added to all data to use log-scale on the y-axis.](srep00863-f1){#f1}

![Influence of vector homing range and cattle distribution on spread of Bluetongue Virus.\
Fraction of simulations that show presence of disease within a 5 by 5 km pixel for introduction of infection at day 170 repeated 100 times. Rows have cattle distributed from 0% of cattle grazing on fields (all within farm buildings) to 70% on fields. Columns have the area in which vectors are able to locate hosts ranging from 1 to 25 hectare. The color green indicates pasture were no cattle were infected with Bluetongue. The color blue indicates area with no Danish pastures.](srep00863-f2){#f2}

![Sensitivity of simulations.\
The total number of infected cattle for infection day 1 through 365 repeated 100 times as a function of: (a) the maximum number of vectors to host, *m~M~*; (b) the 2008 Danish temperatures with offset \[°C\]; (c) the flight time in the wind \[h\], *t~W~*; (d) the active local flight length \[m\], *d~L~*~50~; (e) the fraction of vectors leaving area with hosts \[1/day\], *η~H~*; and (f) the fraction of vectors leaving area with no hosts \[1/day\], *η*~!*H*~. Grid cell size were 300 by 300 m, with 35% of hosts on pasture.](srep00863-f3){#f3}

![Spread of Bluetongue virus.\
Fraction of 5 by 5 km pixels that show presence of virus for infection day 170 repeated 100 times as a function of: (a) the maximum number of vectors to host, *m~M~*; (b) the 2008 Danish temperatures with offset \[°C\]; (c) the flight time in the wind \[h\], *t~W~*; (d) the active local flight length \[m\], *d~L~*~50~; (e) the fraction of vectors leaving area with hosts \[1/day\], *η~H~*; and (f) the fraction of vectors leaving area with no hosts \[1/day\], *η*~!*H*~. Grid cell size were 300 by 300 m, with 35% of hosts on pasture. The color green indicates pasture were no cattle were infected with Bluetongue. The color blue indicates areas with no Danish pastures.](srep00863-f4){#f4}

![Dynamic of disease.\
The viraemia of the hosts is described by an extended SEIR model, and the vectors are described by an extended SEI model. All movements between the stages in the model are governed by the probabilities listed in [tables 1](#t1){ref-type="table"}--[2](#t2){ref-type="table"}.](srep00863-f5){#f5}

###### Table of parameters

  symbol                    value \[range\]                              description \[unit\]                        references
  ------------ ------------------------------------------ -------------------------------------------------- --------------------------
  *T*                             data                             temperature in DK by 25 km grid                      ---
  *H*                             data                                        herd size                                 ---
  *a*           0.0002*T* (*T* − 3.7)(41.9 − *T*)^0.37^                 biting rate \[1/days\]                       \[[@b22]\]
  *b*                             0.9                      probability of transmission from vector to host           \[[@b23]\]
  *β*                             0.1                      probability of transmission from host to vector    \[[@b7],[@b24], [@b25]\]
  *m*                 [\*](#t1-fn1){ref-type="fn"}                      Seasonality of vectors                       \[[@b21]\]
  *m~M~*                          1000                             maximum no. of vectors per host                      ---
  1/*r*                           20.6                         mean duration of host viraemia \[days\]               \[[@b26]\]
  *n*                              5                              stages in viremic period for hosts                 \[[@b26]\]
  1/*ν*         *ν*(*T*) = 0.018 (*T* − 13.4) \[1--100\]   mean extrinsic incubation period (EIP) \[days\]           \[[@b16]\]
  *k*                      0.5/*ν* \[3--11\]                       stages to describe EIP in vector                  \[[@b16]\]
  *µ*              0.009 exp(0.160*T*) \[0.05--0.9\]                    vector mortality rate                        \[[@b27]\]
  *η~H~*                          0.05                      probability of vector leaving area with hosts               ---
  *η*~!*H*~                       0.95                     probability of vector leaving area with no hosts             ---
  *t~W~*                          1.5                          time vectors stay in the wind \[hours\]                  ---
  *d~L~*~50~                      0.5                      median length vectors will fly at random \[km\]              ---
  *p~M~*                         0.001                      daily probability of hosts movement \[1/herd\]              ---

Expressions dependent on temperature are imposed \[range\] limits shown in the table.

\*For 150 ≤ *t* ≤ 310 0 for *t* otherwise.

###### Transition probabilities between states in [figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}

  probability of                   expression                       transition
  ------------------------------ --------------- ------------------------------------------------
  infecting host                  *ab I~V~*/*H*                 *S~H~* → *E*~1*H*~
  host becoming infectious            *nr*                    *E*~1*H*~ → *I*~2*H*~
  host moving through stages          *nr*        *I*~(*i*−1)*H*~ → *I~iH~* *i* = 3, 4, ..., *n*
  host recovering                     *nr*                       *I~nH~* → *R~H~*
  infecting vector                                               *S~V~* → *E~1V~*
  vector moving through stages        *kν*        *E*~(*i*−1)*V*~ → *E~iV~* *i* = 2, 3, ..., *k*
  vector becoming infectious          *kν*                       *E~nV~* → *I~V~*
